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Rian Lehman has been a professional restaurant and bar performer for well over
a decade. Not only is he a seasoned and skillful performer, but his routines range
from the professional to the quirky and everywhere in between. His routines are
filled with a witty charm that is a testament to an imagination without limits. Within
this lecture you will see some unique effects with cards and coins, including
some of the jumbo coin magic he features in his competition act. Creativity is key
within magic, and this lecture will surely spark some new ideas for your
imagination. Have you ever used cheese for a sandwich routine? Prepare to
laugh and be fooled all at the same time. Join us in welcoming Rian Lehman At
The Table. Here's what you'll learn:

Translocation: A multi-phase Two Card Transpo routine that features a toy
bicycle production.

2 Fly: A visually hypnotic-looking 3 Fly routine performed with only 2 coins,
where the coins go from hand to hand in a loop. Very trippy.

Cheese Sandwich: A slice of cheese is hilariously produced, "sandwiched"
between 2 cards.

Trespass: Must be seen to be believed! A visual penetration of a coin into a
locked clear collector's coin case.

TresGlass: A beautiful Coins to Glass routine using no gimmicks or extra coins.
Very clean.

CoinIncidence: A stand-up routine where dates and coins are randomly selected
and, impossibly, both selections match! They'll never see the kicker-ending
coming.

Clear Card: A freely selected card turns 100% clear in the spectator's hand.

Vanishing Sherpa-Sharpie: Visually see the Sharpie inside the Sherpa vanish
and reappear.

Click: A signed, selected card magically appears rolled inside a pen and is
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visually taken out. This routine uses Rian's Mercury Card Roll!

Chinese Jumbo Charming Challenge: A revolutionary, elegant routine straight
from Rian's Competition Act performed with jumbo Chinese coins and a scarf.
Masterfully taking a close-up classic to stand-up.

Jumbo 3 Fly: 3 jumbo coins appear out of thin air and one at time invisibly travel
from one hand to the other.

Jumbo Coin Production: In between 2 single playing cards, 3 jumbo coins are
produced one at time.

Jumbo Coin Matrix: A Matrix routine using only 2 cards and 4 jumbo coins.

Clone Coin: The magician clones a coin twice and merges them back into one.

Bicycle in Omni Deck: The deck turns into a clear solid block, and a toy bicycle
is visually pushed into the clear block.
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